Your Palentine’s Day Checklist
Craving a new Valentine’s Day tradition with all your best pals? This year,
McDelivery with DoorDash is celebrating Palentine’s Day – the ultimate
at-home DIY party with your friends and family. Use this custom menu hack
checklist to deliver the party right to your door with Valentine’s-themed
McDonald’s favorites like Best Buds Bouquets, Conversation Fries and more!

Cheesy For You Burger
What you’ll need:

How to hack:
Make your own heart arrangement. Cut
Quarter Pounder® with Cheese in half.
Arrange each piece side by side, on angles to
form round top of heart shape. Connect
bottom point of heart with two fries on each
side. Decorate middle of heart with a
ketchup message or your guest’s name.

1 Quarter Pounder®
with Cheese
World Famous Fries®
Ketchup
Knife*

Prepare your Palentines: Text your guests the party details.
Place your orders: Fire up your DoorDash app and order the McDonald’s menu
items from this checklist.
Décor to adore: Use any mix of flowers, tablecloths, confetti, or tableware to
set the table. Not enough chairs? Make it an indoor picnic and move the party
to the floor!
Share the moment: Palentine’s GIFs bring your photos to the next level – just
search “McDelivery” on your Instagram Story.

Palentine Menu Hacks
True Love Is Chicken McNuggets®
What you’ll need:
Chicken McNuggets®
A heart-shaped box*
Parchment paper*
Red ribbon*

How to hack:
Place parchment paper in the
bottom of the box. Fill with Chicken
McNuggets® keeping the lid ajar. Decorate
with a bow!

Best Buds Bouquet
What you’ll need:
McNuggets®

Chicken
Barbeque skewers*
Parchment paper*
Red ribbon*

Cookie Crush
What you’ll need:
13 Cookie tote
Small heart-shaped
cookie cutter*

Conversation Fries
What you’ll need:
World Famous

Fries®

How to hack:
Use fries to create a heart and fill it with a
heartwarming message. Think: XOXO, LOVE,
BFF, PAL.

How to hack:
Arrange Chicken McNuggets® on one half of
each skewer. Wrap with paper to look fresh
from the shop. Tie it up with a ribbon!

*Find these items at home!

How to hack:
Punch a heart
shape out of
each cookie.

Be my
Palentine

